Brewer Advocates Plan For State Judges

Missouri Plan Affecting Court Judges

Mr. Brewer pointed out that the Founding Fathers made provisions for checks and balances in the executive, legislative and judicial branches, but that the court system, in which judges are appointed for life, has no restraints.

"I would like to see Alabama adopt the Missouri Plan which has proved successful in that state. The plan covers judges at all levels of government. They are selected from a list drawn by a Judicial Commission, and serve for a limited term. At the end of their term, the people vote on whether or not they will continue. I would like to see some plan worked out in the federal courts, too," he declared.

The Decatur attorney cited examples of the Supreme Court's hand in decisions affecting communists, criminals, pornographic material, prayers, etc., and declared that the people should have the right to approve or disapprove judges.

Curriculum To Be Expanded

by JEAN QUILLEN

Dr. Houston Cole, president of Jacksonville State, recently announced plans to enlarge and improve the college's academic program. Announcements of the expansion coincided with acknowledgement by Dr. Cole of a $384,000 federal grant.

The federal government's latest grant brings the total received by the college this year to approximately $2 million for building and work study programs and scholarship grants, Dr. Cole said.

"We are now conformed to pressures of recent years Brownsville; Gordon C. Boughton, Aliceville; John C. Brittain, Jeanette S. Burnham, Linda D. Caldwell, Sally N. Frogue, William G. Greenleaf, Jane E. Jones, Miguel A. Medina, Mary J. Smith, Stella A. Walker, Nancy West, Jacksonville.

Raleigh J. Brock, Dade- ville; Harold G. Brooks, Sylacauga; Betty Jo Brown, Carol J. Dunkin, Randolph H. Harper, Sharon E. Lindsey, Oxford; Galen S. Brown, Penny S. Hinkle, Piedmont; Glenn R. H. Cain, June Crawford, Thomas A. Gilbreath, Anthonomas Jackson, Huntsville; Cecelia Diane Campbell, Birmingham; Peggy A. Carr, Valley Head; William E. Cline, Newnan, Ga.

Lucinda Kay Carroll, Rome; Carroll, Brenda M. Stott, Larry C. Stowe, Fort Payne, Mamie B. Chisolm, Judy M. McDuffie, Mary Lee Stahl, Weaver; Mary Elaine Conaway, Cave Springs, Ga.; Sara Nell Creed, Ragland; Donald H. Crump, Fairfield; Nathan D. Duke, Childersburg; Judy G. Dunlap, Linda K. Logan, Hissip.


Dean's List Released For Spring Semester

Dean Lawrence R. Miles, director of admissions, has released the dean's list for the spring semester. To be eligible for this list students must have a scholastic average of B plus or above. Students making all A's were as follows:

Mary Christy Allison, Donna F. Barham, Terry J. Fain, Elena M. Medina, William Ray Stanley, Jacksonville; Donnie Barksdale, Crossville; Sharyn J. Broadstreet, Susan W. Cordell, Peggy Jo Whitney, Anniston; Brenda S. Crowe, Talladega; Margaret S. Davis, Glennon; James H. Deardorff, Center Point; Carolyn Dewberry, Barbara A. Morton, Boaz; Carol S. Dobre, Attalla; Freddie Sue Knight, LaFayette; William R. Lee, Villa Rica, Ga.; Ezri T. McClain, Addison; Terry M. Meade, Hueytown; Joseph M. Ragland, Oneonta; William M. Sartor, Jr., Fort McClellan; Linda D. Smith, Heflin.

Those with an average of B plus or above were the following:


Lucinda Kay Carroll, Rome; Carroll, Brenda M. Stott, Larry C. Stowe, Fort Payne, Mamie B. Chisolm, Judy M. McDuffie, Mary Lee Stahl, Weaver; Mary Elaine Conaway, Cave Springs, Ga.; Sara Nell Creed, Ragland; Donald H. Crump, Fairfield; Nathan D. Duke, Childersburg; Judy G. Dunlap, Linda K. Logan, Hissip.


Math Concepts Unchanged, Teachers Told

Florence State College and Samford University conducted the workshop, and demonstrations were given with children from the first six grades.

With the new ideas Mr. Richardson is introducing, teachers learned that many basic concepts of math are so simple that children can understand them and seem to be naturally attuned to math because it is "viewing on pure fantasy."

It was pointed out that one of the best-loved children's books, "Alice in Wonderland," was written by a professional mathematician, whose pen name was Lewis Carroll, and much of its fantasy represents abstruse mathematical ideas.

Mr. Richardson says young students will discover more than one way to approach the problem systems instead of a number system; correlation between algebra and geometry; and then will develop a mathematical language that's different, more precise and complete.

And all the time they're not knowing they're really enjoying themselves.
**Editorials . . . .**

**Change In Name Important**

As Jax State grows larger and more sophisticated, a big problem looms in the not too distant future. The problem is what to name this school when it becomes a university. As usual the COLLEGIAN has a few ideas and would like to expound on them. Here are some suggestions floating around and our comment on them:

**UNIVERSITY OF JACKSONVILLE:** This is out because of the above reasons and also we already have a University of South Alabama that was founded four years ago. That would be forgetting our heritage and would place us on the same level as a much younger school.

**ALABAMA UNIVERSITY:** This is a good name but not practical because of two reasons: (1) there is already a school in Alabama named Alabama University and thus cause a lot of confusion.

**JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY:** Now there is a name that a guy can really associate. It has several advantages. First of all, no confusion will result from this name and second, it identifies the city of Jacksonville will be lost. Yet we can still be proud that we graduated from JAX STATE (University).

We are hoping that our humble university will reach that glorious status of a university in the near future and in reaching that goal, we sincerely believe that the present administration will use good judgment in selecting a name.

**Logan’s Heroes**

Throughout all recorded time there have been men who stood out from among their peers because of their abilities. There were the Spartans, Crusaders, Normans, Weavers of the green scarf, marines and the best of all today, here at Jax State, the crew who serve at Foreign Legion post Number 22 -- better known as Logan Hall.

These brave men face heat, insects, hard beds, teachers, stuck -- up girls, reckless drivers, and Sam, without fear or even hesitation. What courage! What determination! What stringiness! It only costs $10.00 more to live in that mansion in the sky called "Logan Hall."

**Let’s Not Get Serious**

She said, “Let’s not get serious.”

Our love is too mysterious. But when I hold you close, my dear, the world goes shooting by. The only one is you my love, it’s written in the stars above.

And, although I sound ridiculous, it’s just cause I was so serious.

**SGA Reports**

President Tommy Purcell called the meeting to order. John McCarthy gave the invocation. The roll was called and Sharon Cresler.

It was announced that President Philip McPhail had signed a contract with Vest

**Some Old Things Made Country**

The practical thing we can do, if we really want to make the world over again, is to try out the word "old" for a while. There is a true sense of old things that made this country. There is the "old" virtue of regionalism. There are the "old" virtues of integrity, loyalty, and faithfulness. There is the "old" virtue of incorruptible service and honor in public office.

There are the "old" virtues of economy in government, of self-reliance, thrift, and independence.

**Drugs Could Be Major Problem**

It is alarming to pick up the newspaper each day and find out about some unfortunate person who has come under the influence of LSD, Many articles have been written in newspapers and magazines about this deplorable condition which is sweeping over our college campuses.

These articles place students who take different drugs into three groups: (1) the casually curious, who take a taste and quit; (2) the thrill seekers who will try anything the group takes that will make them feel important; and (3) the group or element that might not take these drugs except they must live in a world of dreams and unrealty.

Most college students at one time or another have taken some form of drug commonly known as "bennies, dexies" or other names. These pills enable the student to stay awake and to do some crash studying. If these so-call "Ped Pills" can make one high the good balls are depressants, which are non-addicting, but habit forming. Experts say that if a heavy user is shut off from his supply he may experience withdrawal syndrome similar to that of a heroin addict.

While we are sure such a situation does not exist on this campus, if we are not careful it could become a major problem.

**Take A Look At Moral Values**

In developing the educated and complete person that a college graduate should be, there are some important; and...

**As A Man Thinketh**

The happiest people are those who think the most interesting thoughts. Those who decide to use pleasure as a means of mental development, are the only high in themselves, are the cause of happiness in others. - William Lyon Phelps

**Pints for Patriotism**

I wonder how many people have noticed the nice looking plaque hanging on the wall in the lounge of the Student Union Building.

The plaque was presented to the school by the Birmingham Regional Red Cross Blood Center. The inscription on the plaque reads, “Pints for Patriotism. Presented to Jacksonville State College for Outstanding Service in Providing Blood Donors for the needs of U.S. Armed Forces throughout the world, 1965-1966.”

I know that I have never noticed this plaque before, but when I saw it and read the inscription, I was proud to be a student at Jacksonville State.

The blood donated by our students may have been the difference between life and death to a soldier in Viet Nam or may have been used for some other name. The knowledge that our students acted so selflessly when called on, makes me continue to believe that the students at Jax State are the best in the entire country.

**WAKE UP, TIME TO GO—**Greg and Jeff Sheffield, twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Sheffield of Gadsden Rd., fell asleep while waiting for their mother to pick them up. Mrs. Sheffield will be a senior this fall and plans to become a teacher.

**Never end a sentence with a preposition.**

That’s the rule.

So that’s what I’ll never end a sentence with.

**HERO OF IDIOT BOX**

The real hero of most television spectacles is the viewer.

If you want to keep peace and good relations in your home, wait until everybody understands the new math.

**Let's Not Get Serious**

She said, “Let’s not get serious.”

Our love is too mysterious. But when I hold you close, my dear, the world goes shooting by. The only one is you my love, it’s written in the stars above.

And, although I sound ridiculous, it’s just cause I was so serious.

**Presidential Family**

She said I was so wonderful.

We laughed and we were so gay.

But I lost her to another man.

That’s the price I have to pay.
In developing the educated and complete person that a university attempts to do, many values must be present to the student and among these must be moral values. Moral values, as history has shown, are a direct carry-over from spiritual foundations.

In saying this, let us take a look at the opportunities provided at this institution. To begin with, we might say that the administration is concerned with the use of a small chapel, sometimes to admit, in a week in the spring semester falls back upon the present religious administration. We feel that the time is set aside for this purpose. The Student Association, however, has been frequently mentioned, is now under the new administration.

If you want to hear this most distinguished speaker, like any system, this is open defiance with some mass appeal but the appeal of its name is a was open defiance with some mass appeal but this appeal would have broad horizons of knowledge. A person who knows only his major subject is in more use than a high school dropout except in his major, “true and honest” leaders are needed to assure the total progress of the other 98 percent. Hitler led Germany with this promise to the illiterate masses. Similar promises were made to the people of Cuba and China. We must realize, as Mr. Brewer said, “People are going to follow us only if we believe in the secret love affair of Jerry Morgan, senior class president. The telegram advised all students to wait until this fall to order their class rings. It was announced that the talent show would be held at the end of the summer semester. If there are any vacancies then, try-outs will be held the first of September. Gloria Connell has enrolled at Alabama College. If she has two P’s transferred she will be more likely to be cheerful at this fall.

It was announced that we would have this picnic style this event. July 12, the “Shantel” from Gadsden will play for this evening. Jane Reynolds, dorm representative, said that Mrs. Pagan has agreed to give a dance jointly with Weatherly Hall. This will be cleared and more definite later. Nominations were made for M.C.’s for the talent show. It was voted to have all three nominations. The M.C.’s will be: Ray Norris, Janice Boyd, and Sharon Crisler.

It was announced that President Phillip McMahan had a contract signed with Herf-Jones for class rings.

The meeting was then adjourned, and the SGA approved them every semester. The talent show would be held on Thursday, June 9. Rehearsal dates were also announced. Purcell announced that the SGA would meet on Thursday nights only if deemed necessary during the remaining three weeks.

President Jimmy Purcell called the meeting to order. John McCarter gave the invocation. The roll was called and minutes of the last meeting were read. A correction was made in the minutes that Jerry Morgan was appointed to the traffic court.

Jimmy Purcell read the leader Judy O’wen’s letter of resignation to the Senate. He made the announcement that try-outs for the little girls alternate and one boy alternate would be held at the end of the semester. If there are any vacancies then, try-outs will be held the first of September. Gloria Connell enrolled at Alabama College. Mrs. Pagan has agreed to give a dance jointly with Weatherly Hall.

This was the most distinguished speaker. The Student Association, however, has been frequently mentioned, is now under the new administration. If you want to hear this most distinguished speaker, like any system, this is open defiance with some mass appeal but the appeal of its name is a was open defiance with some mass appeal but this appeal would have broad horizons of knowledge. A person who knows only his major subject is in more use than a high school dropout except in his major, “true and honest” leaders are needed to assure the total progress of the other 98 percent. Hitler led Germany with this promise to the illiterate masses. Similar promises were made to the people of Cuba and China. We must realize, as Mr. Brewer said, “People are going to follow us only if we believe in the secret love affair of Jerry Morgan, senior class president. The telegram advised all students to wait until this fall to order their class rings.

It was announced that the talent show would be held on Thursday, June 9. Rehearsal dates were also announced. Purcell announced that the SGA would meet on Thursday nights only if deemed necessary during the remaining three weeks.

President Jimmy Purcell called the meeting to order. John McCarter gave the invocation. The roll was called and minutes of the last meeting were read. A correction was made in the minutes that Jerry Morgan was appointed to the traffic court.

Jimmy Purcell read the leader Judy O’wen’s letter of resignation to the Senate. He made the announcement that try-outs for the little girls alternate and one boy alternate would be held at the end of the semester. If there are any vacancies then, try-outs will be held the first of September. Gloria Connell enrolled at Alabama College. If she has two P’s transferred she will be more likely to be cheerful at this fall.

It was announced that we would have this picnic style this event. July 12, the “Shantel” from Gadsden will play for this evening. Jane Reynolds, dorm representative, said that Mrs. Pagan has agreed to give a dance jointly with Weatherly Hall. This will be cleared and more definite later. Nominations were made for M.C.’s for the talent show. It was voted to have all three nominations. The M.C.’s will be: Ray Norris, Janice Boyd, and Sharon Crisler.

It was announced that President Phillip McMahan had a contract signed with Herf-Jones for class rings.

The meeting was then adjourned, and the SGA approved them every semester. The talent show would be held on Thursday, June 9. Rehearsal dates were also announced. Purcell announced that the SGA would meet on Thursday nights only if deemed necessary during the remaining three weeks.
Mary Virginia Ryan

This edition’s Senior Spotlight shines on Mary Virginia Ryan of Guntersville, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ryan and a 1962 graduate of Marshall County High School, where she stood third academically in her class. While in high school, she served as cheerleader for two years, was a member of the Beta Club and Student Government Association, and was active in various other school organizations. Mary Virginia ("Ginger"), as she is known to her friends, works in the business office. She began working in 1964 and will continue until July when she will receive a BS degree with a major in secretarial science and a minor in English and economics.

Being a resident of Guntersville, her favorite pastime is swimming, boating and skiing. She also enjoys horseback riding and all other outdoor activities.

When asked her impression of Jax State she remarked, "Jax State is truly the friendliest campus in the south! All the students are kind and courteous. I only hope that this friendliness will continue throughout the years."

Steve Ellard

This issue’s Senior Spotlight shines on Steve Ellard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kent Ellard of Ragland. Steve is a graduate of Ragland High where he excelled in all sports. He will receive a BS degree in secondary education in July with a major in physical education and a minor in history. In September Steve plans to continue his studies here at JSC, working toward his master’s degree.

Steve has served as the president of the PE Majors Club and has been a member of the college tennis team for three years. While playing on the tennis team, he was selected by his fellow teammates to be captain twice—the first time, when he was a freshman, and the second, this past season.

Steve has distinguished himself while wearing the red and white for JSC. In his junior year Steve compiled an overall record of 13-2. He was No. 4 singles and teamed with Terry Mathews to be No. 3 doubles at the Alabama Collegiate Conference Tournament. This past season playing No. 1 singles, Steve compiled an overall record of 6-5, playing an important in the success of the team.

Don’t Miss!!

Summer Talent Show

July 13 - 7:30 P.M.
I only hope that this friendliness will continue throughout the years.

After graduation Mary Virginia plans an August wedding and later work in Atlanta, Ga.

Playing for the Douglas team compiled an overall record of 6-5, playing an important role in the success of the team. Outside his athletic endeavors, Steve has served as a dormitory counselor for the past two years.

A tempting mud puddle ever seen, it wasn't resisted, for soon a mud battle began and more mud was added to the hair and clothes of the spelunkers. A few were thrown in and a little of the mud was washed off, but there was still plenty left.

All in all, the day was fun for everyone, but the girls didn't enjoy the two-day restriction they were put on for having a mud battle in front of Weatherly Hall. Of course the boys enjoyed that.

There are some terrible days in spelunking and there are some good ones, but Monday, June 27, was one of the exciting ones.

Ann Coffey

FLASH....Fearless leader of the spelunkers has fallen over a cliff. Wait.....Good news has just arrived and Marty Murray (fearless leader?) has been rescued and is going to be all right. So the spelunking gang still has a leader....Careful from now on, Marty.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? -- Three dark-eyed coeds at Jacksonville State College live up to their name, Romeo, and add summer romance to the campus. They are (left to right), Edith, Marion and Roberta, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Romeo.

SPEAKER BREWER HONOR GUEST--Albert P. Brewer (second from left) of Decatur, who made an Independence Day address at Jacksonville State College on Friday morning, was honor guest at a reception in Mason Hall attended by faculty and students. Left to right are, Dr. Ernest Stone, superintendent of Jacksonville City Schools; Mr. Brewer; Jacquelyn Riley, Greenville; and Diann Campbell, Bloomsville.
Plagued with Injuries, Mick Comes Alive

Throughout his career Mickey Mantle has been plagued with injury after another. Hobbled by an acute case of osteomyelitis in his legs, he has lived in pain for most of his playing hours since 1952, when he caught his foot in a drainage hole in the Yankee Stadium outfield while chasing a fly ball. A series of pulled muscles and broken bones insured the intervening fourteen years to plague him constantly.

This spring many knowledgeable people and, also, many unkindly people were writing Mr. Mantle's baseball obituary. Mantle had a shoulder operation before spring training started. This slowed up the thirty-four-year-old outfielder to such a degree that he was only a shadow of his old self. During the early part of spring training Mickey only lived up to everyone's suspicions that he was over the hill, but afterwards he has hit home runs in his last six games to set a major league record. The hot weather of June and July is apparently agreeing with Mr. Mantle, at least his slugging percentage would indicate such a preference for the future ball-tamers. Perhaps Mickey Mantle is not washed up, perhaps he will achieve his goal of hitting 500 career home runs. A respectable last half-of-the season would give him his goal, I am sure even the Yankee-haters would agree if they weren't themselves included, are happy to see an about-face for one of the all-time greats, Mickey Charles Mantle.

1967 Football Schedule Out

By Rudy Abbott

Jacksonville State's Jim Blevins, a man on the more advanced announced his 1967 gridiron football schedule here Saturday.

New teams in the slate read Louisiana College, University of Tennessee, Martin Branch, and Gordon. The three clubs replace Chattanooga, Mississippi College, and Texas Lutheran.

The slate reads nine contests for the Gamecocks, with four set for Jacksonville and the Loafers could alter the odds for the rest of the season, Mark McLaughlin

The Braves and Bragon Part Two

Leaving the shadows of Atlanta Stadium behind, the Braves have headed West in search of enough victories to save the skins of their beloved Bobby. A venture into the wind tunnel, that they called Candlestick Park, in San Francisco produced two victories in four tries with the league-leading Giants, Tony Conigli, the twenty-four game winner last year for the Braves, set a National League slugging record by blasting two grand - slam home runs in the same game and driving in nine runs. Now, this is a prodigious feat for any hitter, much less a pitcher. This only goes to illustrate the desperate straits that the Braves' pitchers have fallen into. Lack of runs has not been the Braves main problem this year. It has been pitching, poor fielding at inopportune moments, and the rather in-competent decisions of the manager, Bobby Bragan. Several times this season Mr. Bragan has pulled a starting pitcher who was pitching well, only to allow the relief pitcher to blow the game in not so noticeable a way.

The Braves are a group of talented performers who are not playing together as an effective cohesive unit. The responsibility for the Braves' lowly position must rest on Mr. Bragan. When a team fails to play as well as its talent and performance record indicates the manager is usually fired. There has been much speculation in Atlanta as to when Bob will get the axe. The hiring of Paul Richards to head the minor league development program of the Braves is indicative of a major shakeup.

One only has to watch the game play the Dodgers to see the difference in the two teams as far as executing the fundamentals is concerned. The Dodgers can bunt at the right moment and successfully move their runners along into scoring position. The Braves cannot bunt when they try, and they don't try often. The Dodgers almost always get their run home from second base. The Braves leave an awful lot of players stranded in scoring position.

By executing the fundamentals effectively, making the right play at the right time, it is the secret of winning close games, according to Mark McLaughlin

Logan Loafers Record First Victory of Season

The fortunes of intramural softball has changed for the Logan Loafers as they recorded their first victory of the season by defeating the Crow 69ers, 12-3. This was also homecoming for the Loafers who won the game, for their queen, Miss Judy West, even though she was not present.

Stars for the Loafers were Tommy Maxwell, who had a perfect day at the plate 3-for-3, plus a fine throw from left field cutting down a would-be score by the 69ers. Mike Couch (who is a pitcher up from the Latin American League) pitched a near three hitter and at one time retired 10 batters in a row. Other standouts for the Loafers included Dwight Hope, and Dennis Buford, each responding with key hits in the Loafers attack.

In the middle of the fifth inning, homecoming ceremonies were held, and although absent, Miss West received a flower from a rose and a Baby Ruth. Others in the homecoming court included Susan Carter and Janice Boyd.

It seems that the Loafers have found a winning combination, and will be trouble down the home stretch.

Speaking to this reporter before the game, manager Jimmy Sparks said "If he could keep his players away from Ft. McClellan the night before the game, the Loafers might win some ballgames," it seems that the Loafers under their new manager Sparky are the team to beat in the weeks to come.

GOOD LUCK LOAFERS!

Lou Botta

"TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY,.....

"What sport seasons do you enjoy the most of all?"

"Football, baseball, and vacation.

Best Slam Ever Made on the Tennis Court

Much criticism has been witnessed by this writer in the past months concerning the tennis program. Of this criticism no one has seemed to be able to come up with any answer at all, much less an acceptable answer.

In 1965 the Tennis Team had an overall record of 11-4 with a conference record of 10-0. Although the team won the conference trophy but no one seems to have seen it or even knows it.

Dean's List

I their potential to the rest of

hands in the stands in the game between the Loafers and the league. Money changed Hards and Righteous Boys are the wildness of Cecil Naftel. had an 11-10 lead going into the bottom of the seventh. With him in the victory 3 runs, while Lee Man-

...won't play at the right time, is the secret of winning close ball games. The Braves lose an unusual amount of close ball games.

During the All-Star break Bobby Bragan had hoped to add another game for the 1967 season but this was all the games the Nannies were contacted almost 50 schools, but they all b...had either completed their schedules or won't play us."

Some of the colleges Blevins contacted were Fur-

NEWSTEELERS 12

STEELERS 12

NOTICE

JOE SANDERS

JOE SANDERS

Students Win Beauty Titles

Sharron Herman of Fair -
field, a sophomore majoring in sociology with a minor in history, came all the way from California to att-

defeat the Spades 12-4 in a road game besides the Samford University will find UTMB, Oct. 5;

Road games besides the Florence State will find Jacksonville campus Sept. 22.

Jacksonville's game with Louisiana College will be a re-match of the two schools which ended in 1964 with the

MEN'S SOFTBALL STANDINGS

1. RIGHTEOUS BOYS 3 0
2. GO-HARDS 3 0
3. NANNIES 2 1
4. HARDS AND SPADS 2 1
5. CONWEN'S ITS ITS 1 2
6. MOUNTAINERS 1 2
7. LOGAN LOAFERS 1 3
8. 69ers 0 3

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL STANDINGS

1. NO GOODERS 2 0
2. SPORTERS 2 1
3. STEELERS 1 2
4. SLUGGERS 0 2

Women's scores:

No Gooders-14 No GoYders-24
Sporters-3 Steelters-18
Sporters-29 Sporters-22
Steelers-17 Sluggers-12

Scoring position.

Joe Sanders, a sophomore majoring in sociology with a minor in history, came all the way from California to attend Jacksonville State, which is her father Edgar Sanders' alma mater, she graduated from Mountain View High School in Carmel, Calif.

Glenda Templin, a senior, won the title of the Right-..."the long double, four hits, led the ~annies at-

Jo is an "army brat", her father having retired with the rank of colonel, and she has lived in many parts of the world. Her father, a member of Alabama National Guard's Co. H of Jacksonville, at the time of Pearl Harbor, made a career of the army, and since his retirement, is a high school guidance coun-

time that another train leaves

**WHIZ QUIZ**

A and B are cities 300 miles apart. One train leaves A city for B city at the same time that another train leaves B city for A city. When they meet it takes the train 9 hours to reach its destin-

**ANSWER**

The question many students ask is why? Maybe someone has an answer. One student suggested the follow-

**ANSWER**

The Slate reads nine con-

**SPORTERS**

Tw...